
star trek
episode 2:  rogue planet

 "What was once history becomes the future.  And, in this golden age of 
discovery, new heroes are forged as they explore strange new worlds, seek new 
life, and new civilizations, to boldly go where no man has gone before."

Captain’s Log, 2266.215.5: Chi Ceti A Asteroid Field

 Solace has been assigned to deliver maintenance and upkeep to the 
mining facility in this region; life support and power supply had become danger-
ously unstable in the past two weeks.  In addition, while present, Chief of Opera-
tions O’Brien has asked for help in repositioning several key deposit bodies.

Chapter One:  Mining Maintenance
[Roleplaying.  Scene Aspects:  ASTEROID FIELD and MAGNESITE INTERFERENCE]
 Solace is stationed near the Chi Ceti A mining facility, responsible for 
magnesite production.  Magnesite interferes with sensors and transporters (all 
Sensor and transporter rolls are at +6 Difficulty).  There are four responsibilities 
for the Solace crew:  repair of power transfer conduits and life support, reposition-
ing several key asteroids, safe destruction of several impeding asteroids.
 To facilitate these needs, engineering teams are on-site repairing the 
conduits and life support.  The workbee swarm is relocating several managable 
asteroids via grasper arms, while Solace is using its tractor beam and phaser 
bank to eliminate several asteroids.  
 The entire process is rather routine, but indicative of the types of 
missions a Detroit-class starship is typically assigned.  Repair rolls (Craft; Diff 6) 
are required for the conduits and life support.  Three successive failures results in 
a dangerous loss of power or life support, otherwise auxilliary maintains what is 
necessary to overcome any setbacks.
 Relocating asteroids requires piloting rolls (Agility + Maneuverability -- 
workbees are small, reaction-based, craft; Diff 7) to maneuver rocks around the 
belt without suffering incident.  Failure results in workbee structure stress equal 
to the difference.  It should be assumed that Solace crew piloting workbees can 
accomplish this task, albeit with an expenditure of a Fate Point for the scene.
 Eliminating impeding asteroids is a task that requires the simultaneous 
use of the tractor beam and the phaser bank.  Holding on to an asteroid is a 
relatively simple matter for Solace’s tractor beam (Strength 6 vs. asteroid Size 2 
or 3) and then precision targeting (Reasoning + Weapons; Diff 2 or 0, if held; 
asteroids have 4 structure each).  Once an asteroid is destroyed, both operators 
will need to either tractor or blast larger fragments to keep the facility safe, requir-
ing accuracy rolls only (Reasoning + Weapons; Diff 4) with failure requiring new 
on-site repair rolls equal to twice the difference.
 Once all work has been completed, Pike receives his new orders:  
rendezvous with USS Sirius at the Arachnid Nebula to render mission support.  
Sirius is about 8 light years (8 days at warp 6) away from Solace’s location.
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Chapter Two:  Sirius Complications
[Roleplaying.  Scene Aspects:  ANXIOUS SCIENTISTS, CRIPPLED SHIP, and ION STORM]
Captain’s Log, 2266.225.75:  Arachnid Nebula

 We have arrived at the outskirts of the Arachnid Nebula.  Observing the 
nebula, the Lincoln-class Laboratory, Sirius, has suffered impulse engine compli-
cations.  Our engineers are looking into the problem, but the scientists aboard 
Sirius are demanding that Solace take them into the nebula to investigate anoma-
lous readings.
 Studying the Arachnid Nebula, Sirius, a Lincoln-class Laboratory 
starship, has been crippled when it’s plasma intakes got gummed up by a combi-
nation of disodium and ethylchloride that then ignited and caused minor, but 
crippling, damage to their impulse engine.  In their current condition, they are 
unable to proceed.  Two days ago, their sensors picked up a massive gravimetric 
anomaly within the Nebula, moving at roughly 30 km per minute.  At its current 
velocity, combined with the inherent sensor baffling of disodium within the 
nebula, the anomaly will be lost within the nebula within a day.  While the repairs 
to the Sirius are not challenging, they will take some time, seriously endangering 
the research vessel’s finding.  Therefore, the four chief researchers aboard Sirius 
are demanding that Solace take them into the nebula to investigate.  As could be 
anticipated, Captain Pike is less than enthusiastic.
 Within an hour, however, Pike receives a call from Admiral Sterling with 
orders to escort the scientists to the anomaly for study; for the time being, Solace 
has become a makeshift science ship.  The four chief researchers, Drs. Hoya 
(Benzite), Talas (Andorian), Zimmerman (Human), and Vanyas (Vulcan), are 
issued quarters and take over Solace’s meager, makeshift science lab (set-up in 
the partially cleared cargo bay #3).
 Navigating the Arachnid Nebula to locate this anomaly requires flight 
control and sensors to cooperate.  Tracking the anomaly is the purvey of sensor 
operations (Reasoning + Sensors; Diff 7), while piloting through the nebula isn’t 
difficult, maneuver-wise, Captain Pike wants a good bit of speed put into the 
operation -- the sooner it is completed, the sooner he can get to commanding his 
ship to the missions for which it was built (Reasoning + Speed; Diff 5).
 Once the anomaly has been tracked, sensors can get a better read of it.  
It is a small planetoid comprised mostly of anorthosite among its crust, with 
layers of olivine, clinopyroxene, orthopyroxene, and an inner core of liquid iron 
likely alloyed with nickle.  There is a singular location on the fracturing planetoid 
that shows signs of structure constructed from unknown materials.  The 
planetoid, which is hurtling through space like a massive meteor, measures 1,436 
km in diameter, and is shrouded in a dense, Force-3 or -4 ion storm.
 Of course, the four scientists are eager to transport down.  Unfortu-
nately, transporters do not function reliably in an ion storm and Captain Pike 
forbids it.  A second option is to send down a shuttlecraft.  While Pike is loathe to 
consider it, the scientists insist and, according to the ship’s own readings, it 
could weather the ion storm while an away team gathered samples.
 Pike relents, assigning a PC to pilot the shuttle, along with the rest of the 
PCs to accompany the four scientists.
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Chapter Three:  Cyclopean Ruins
[Roleplaying.  Scene Aspects:  ANXIOUS SCIENTISTS, CYCLOPEAN RUINS, ION STORM, LOW 
GRAVITY, and NO ATMOSPHERE]
 Maneuvering Solace into a matching flight plan is relatively easy.  Pilot-
ing the Type F shuttlecraft through an ion storm to land on a crumbling rogue 
planetoid is a vastly different challenge.  The Force-3 ion storm buffets and rocks 
Solace, but hammers at the smaller, and consequently more fragile, shuttlecraft.  
Safely navigating the ion storm requires skillful piloting with quick reactions 
(Agility + Maneuverability; Diff 9; with success still occuring on a less-than-stellar 
result, but the difference inflicted as shield and structural Stress).  Landing 
requires similar finesse (Agility + Maneuverability; Diff 6; again with the differ-
ence on a low roll resulting in appropriate Stress), but there is an open spot near 
the ruins.
 The planetoid has no atmosphere, so sealed suits are necessary.  Addi-
tionally, it has minimal gravity (.2G), so maneuvering is challenging.  The ruins 
themselves are cyclopean; large, dusty orange-colored rocks are fitted tightly 
together to craft crumbling towers, partial walls, and only vague hints of an actual 
structure.  Heiroglyphs consisting of lines, both angular and organic-looking, are 
etched into many of the orange rocks, but their meaning is lost.  Traversing the 
ruins requires some footwork to avoid injury from a fall amidst the boulder fields 
(Agility; Diff 2; be sure to compel LOW GRAVITY for some added drama, if desired; 
differences in low rolls are suffered as physical Stress).
 Tricorder scans of the ruins (Perception + Tricorder’s ENVIRONMENT 
SCANNER (P); Difficulty 2) reveal the ruins to be nearly five thousand years old, 
estimating it to be nearly as old as the pyramids, built by Egyptians back on Earth.  
The heiroglyphic etchings are in an unknown language and are, therefore, the last 
records of a lost and dead civilization.  Naturally, the scientists are elated.
 Of course, during their analysis of the ruins, the ion storm worsens, 
increasing to a Force-5, and Captain Pike orders the away team back to Solace.  
The scientists gather a few samples, including one large, square rock covered in 
heiroglyphs, to bring back to Solace for further study.  They bid farewell to the 
rogue planetoid, and hop aboard the shuttlecraft.
 Returning to Solace isn’t as easy as heading out.  The storm’s added 
power kicks the shuttlecraft around like a little toy, requiring expert maneuvering 
(Agility + Maneuverability; Diff 11; as before, success still occurs, but the differ-
ence on a low roll is applied as Stress to the shuttle’s sheilds and structure), and 
landing during such an exercise is nearly as difficult (Agility + Maneuverability; 
Diff 6; compel any shuttle consequences to complicate the landing and eat up 
some Fate Points buying off or off-setting compels).
 Moments after the shuttle lands and the doors close, the ion storm 
grows even more fierce, hitting Force-7.  Captain Pike issues red alert and orders 
the ship out of the storm.  As it exits, Solace’s nacelles are struck by a particularly 
violent ion bolt, shorting out main power and forcing the core offline.  Emergency 
power kicks on, life support still functions, but all decks are lit with emergency 
lighting only.  Work teams are distributed around the ship and estimate six to 
eight hours of work before power can be restored.
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Chapter Four:  Murder on Solace
[Roleplaying.  Scene Aspects:  ANXIOUS CREW, ELEVATED TENSIONS, and EMERGENCY 
POWER]
 While the damage repair teams work on restoring main power, the four 
VIP scientists lock themselves away in Cargo Bay #3.  There, they study the dusty 
orange, square relic they recovered from the rogue planet.  Via tricorder scan, 
they quickly discover that it is saturated with an unknown radiation, so they 
handle it while in sealed suits.  After an hour or so of investigation (which reveals 
that the stone is extremely durable, highly resistant to acid tests, is solid through-
out, and that the etchings are actually closer to eight thousand years old), the 
four scientists usher the two Solace scientists out.  They start with simple excuses 
of errands, but if that fails, they cite crowded work conditions.  The VIP scientists 
then succumb to the BENZILON RAGE (P) Aspect.  
 Meanwhile, as repair work continues, the rogue planet, and its envelop-
ing ion storm, move on, leaving a powerless Solace behind.  This works to the 
starship’s advantage, placing them out of continued exposure to the powerful 
magnetic forces of the storm.  Repair work continues, but still has hours to go.
 While all of this takes place, a counselor or empathically-sensistive crew 
member will continue to feel an ever-increasing sense of anxiety and tension 
amongst the crew.  It is nowhere near “riot” levels, but they are obviously 
bothered.  At first, this is likely attributed to the storm and power outage, but after 
the storm moves on and repair work continues, arguments and small scuffles 
begin to occasionally break out amongst the crew.  A bit of an intuitive leap 
(Reasoning; Diff. 6) notices that these outbreaks occur on the same deck, or 
directly above or below, Cargo Bay #3.  Once this has been realized, someone 
approaching Cargo Bay #3 will discover the first murder; a member of damage 
control team #2, Ensign Michael Darnell.  His throat has been slashed by a very 
sharp knife, and numerous cuts on his arms and hands indicate several attempts 
to stab him, against which he defended (all of this can be learned with Perception 
or Reasoning; Diff. 4).  Blood spatters track down the hall for about six meters.
 It is quickly discovered that all four VIP doctors are missing.  As this is 
determined, another attack takes place.  This time it is Ensign Elizabeth Ramart, 
a member of medic team #4.  She is found stuffed in a Jefferies’ tube (her blood 
leaks from the tube and runs down the wall), stabbed two dozen times.
 Captain Pike places the ship under Intruder Alert, and begins a deck-by-
deck sweep for the VIP doctors.  Eventually, they are found to have doubled back 
into Cargo Bay #3.  Pike wants the doctors taken into custody and the source of 
their sudden madness revealed.  The four doctors attempt to protect themselves 
and the cargo bay with wild, murderous abandon.  Despite this, the doctors can 
be apprehended easily enough.  Follow up tests reveal that the radiation (known 
as benzilon) the alien relic was saturated with is responsible for the homicidal 
aggression.   The cargo bay kept the worst of the emanations confined, but it 
explains the heightened tensions around the bay, as well as the murderous rage.
 The relic is disposed of, and the doctors are returned to Sirius under 
terms of imprisonment.  Sirius and Solace depart.
[Rewards:  1 Accolade:  “Rogue Planet”]
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Star Trek

chi ceti a

mining facility

Date of Construction:  2192

 Chi Ceti A is one of the primary producers of magnesite ore.  Magnesite 
is a key component in warp reactor construction, acting as insulation and shield-
ing against antimatter radiation.  Magnesite can also be used for starship hull 
design, although duranium alloy has replaced magnesite in modern shipyards.  
Magnesite’s inherent radiation shielding also plays havoc with sensor arrays and 
transporters.  Chi Ceti A’s abundance of magnesite effectively eliminates trans-
porter use, forcing shuttlecraft use within the asteroid field.
 Chi Ceti A is comprised of eight primary structures:  a habitat ring, an 
operations building, three ore silos, an ore processing plant, and two power 
plants.  The facility is commanded by Chief of Operations Manny O’Brien.  Chief 
O’Brien oversees 220 miners, engineers, and support crew that live on site.  
Because of magnesite’s value, the mining facility is equipped with significant 
defenses, including six type V phaser turrets and four tractor beam assemblies 
typically charged with repelling errant asteroids.
 Life at the facility is far from luxurious, although many modern ameni-
ties are provided.  Two theaters, two bars, four restaurants, and a shopping mall 
occupy the promenade within the habitat ring.  Deliveries are scheduled quarterly.  
Crime is relatively low, with recreational drug use being the most prolific.  Minor 
scuffles are relatively common, but crimes of a greater degree do not occur.
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rogue planet

Rock fragment with 
heiroglyph sample

Size:  1,436 km diameter
Composition:  anorthosite 
crust, with layers of olivine, 
clinopyroxene, orthopyroxene, 
and an inner core of liquid iron 
likely alloyed with nickle
Gravity:  .2G
 Hurtling from an 
unknown system, this rogue 
planetoid traversed into the 
Arachnid Nebula, its own 
trailing atmosphere and miner-
als reacting with nebula’s own 

arachnid nebula

 The Arachnid Nebula is an interstellar dust cloud that measures 8 billion 
kilometers in diameter.  It is comprised primarily of disodium and ethylchlorate.  It 
is currently being surveyed by the Lincoln-class Laboratory, USS Sirius.

unique composition resulted in an enshrouding ion storm 
of potent strength.  Scans showed signs of construction.  
Further investigation confirmed construction utilizing 
cyclopean construction of dusty-orange rock.  Outlines of 
buildings etched with heiroglyphics were the only remnants 
of a lost culture nearly eight thousand years old.  A 
fragment was brought aboard Solace for further study, 
which was discovered to be saturated with benzilon radia-
tion.  The emanations resulted in a murderous madness 
overcoming the investigating scientists.


